WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN

Words and Music by BRETT JAMES

Moderately

A

D E A

Sun - tan toes just tick - lin' the sand,
All day long just tak - in' it eas - y.

A

cold drink chill - in’ in my right hand,
lay - in’ in a ham - mock where it’s nice and breezy

D E A

watch - in’ you sleep in the and sleep - in’ off the
eve - nin’ light,

night be - fore, 'cause when the rest - in’ up for a long, long night.

D E A

'Cause when the
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sun goes down, we’ll be groov-in’. When the sun goes down, we’ll be feelin’ all right. When the sun sinks down, over the water.
everything gets hotter when the sun goes down, yeah.
sun goes down.
This old guitar and my dark sunglasses, this sweet concoction is smooth as molasses. Nothin' to do but breathe all day until the big moon rises and it's time to play. When the sun goes down,
we'll be groovin'. When the sun goes down, we'll be feelin' alright. When the sun sinks down, over the water, everything gets hotter when the sun goes down. When the sun goes down, yeah.
When the sun goes down, we'll be groovin'. When the sun goes down, we'll be feelin' alright. When the sun sinks down over the water, everything gets hotter when the sun goes down. When the sun sun goes down.